Sponsored Awards 2019
Sponsored awards (ribbons and cash) will again be offered for outstanding quilts entered in our
show. This is separate from Judged Awards as all quilts, except challenge and opportunity, are
eligible for awards. You do not have to apply to be considered. Selection will be by the sponsor
or their designee, with quilt makers directly connected to the sponsor ineligible. Guild
members are eligible for guild sponsored awards. Sponsored Awards for 2019 are:
Amount

Sponsor

Award

Criteria

All America City Quilt Guild

Best Creative Use of Mixed Media

Find your own unique expression to create a mixed-media
art quilt. Use any of the following: fabric, lace, fusible fiber,
paint, inks, dyes, stamping, stencils, paper, beads, etc.

$100

Central Coast Quilters

Outstanding Pieced and Appliqued
Quilt

Machine pieced / hand appliquéd. Balanced amount of both
techniques.

$100

Dragonfly Dyeworks

Outstanding Use of Hand Dyed Fabric Must be at least 50% hand dyed fabric (not batiks) dyed by
the maker or someone else. Style, size, and content is up
to the maker.

$150
Gift Card

Judilyn Duba

Leavitt Memorial Animal Quilt Award

Realistic animal(s) using any quilting technique. Must
relate the animal in way that inspires wonder and
appreciation.

$200

Chris Edell

Outstanding Challenge Quilt

Most creative use of fabric, techniques, and design to
depict the Challenge theme.

$100

Dorothy Elerding

Panel Fun

Deconstruct, repurpose, up-cycle a panel. Give it a fresh
new look. No rules as long as most of the panel is used.

$200

Gold Coast Quilters

Colors of America

A quilt reflecting love of the American life: scenes,
celebrations, events.

$100

Gay McNeal

Wearable Art Creative Design

Creative use of fabric & techniques. Suitability to chosen
pattern. Skill in construction.

$200

Memorial Award

Janet Mease
Tell It Like It Is!

Entry has a message to tell. Entry uses words or graphic
images to express the maker’s view on a topic important to
them. Intent easily understood without reading Artist’s
Statement.

$100

Picking Daisies

Best Modern Quilt

Bold colors & prints, high contrast, improvisational piecing,
expansive negative space.

$100

Santa Maria Valley Quilt Guild Original Design

Innovative, original pattern (no kits), no size restriction.

$200

SewWhatz! Friendship Group

Manly Award

A quilt that appeals to a man.

$100

SLO Quilters

Outstanding Original Landscape

Originality of design and composition. Skill of sewing and
quilting.

$100

Jean and Pete Sysak:
J & P Avocados

Outstanding Youth Quilt

$50

Meredith Dority

Outstanding Youth Quilt

$50

Sharon Sloan

Outstanding Youth Quilt

$50

Cheryl Zelus

Outstanding Youth Quilt

$50

